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About This Game
Creation
This brief escape style game was one of the first games released as a VR Horror title. It was created in 2016 in preparation for
E3 for the Razer booth for OSVR. We later added HTC Vive support, as well as patching any known issues and expanding on
the content.
This game predates Oculus touch controllers and only natively supports Oculus and OSVR through gamepad play.
After being showcased at various conferences in Canada, this game went on to inspire the ABDUCTION series of games.

About The Prologue
In this survival horror game, play as Jonathan Blake who is awaken at night to find that he is not alone. Work your way through
the apartment and try to survive the ABDUCTION.
Genre: VR / Horror / Survival

Premise
The ABDUCTION game series is built as a no-handholding style game series. In each title, you play as a different character in
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the ABDUCTION universe as they come to terms with what is happening. You will need to be creative, you will likely die, and
you will need to be creative if you want to find a way to survive.
The prologue was the first opening chapter, a brief story introducing you to the world of alien abductions, alien encounters and
trying to stay alive.
Created in an older style of games, you are completely left on your own to find out how to stay alive.
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Title: Abduction Prologue: The Story Of Jonathan Blake
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Red Iron Labs
Publisher:
Red Iron Labs
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: (For Non-VR) - Windows XP SP2+
Processor: Intel i3, or better
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: On-board Graphics Card
Storage: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: Any

English
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Great quick game to kill time during break and you can accumulate in-game currency through continuous gameplay; however,
the feature to purchase diamonds (for added perks) with accumulated in-game currency doesn't work and only allows you to pay
real-money for them. Other downsides is that you have to keep the game window in-focus or else it'll stop - so one who likes to
multitask may not like this game as you'll be required to keep the game window in-focus; otherwise, it will pause. Another
downside is that the center of the game-view will adjust based on the current position of the mouse - there's been numerous
instances where the center becomes adjusted where half of the bottom-board is inaccessible - no matter if you zoom-out or
zoom-in or adjust the pan via the arrow-keys.
Good game, but not worth blowing real-money for in-game perks.. Bought as a favor for a kid I was babysitting. This game
failed to meet the extremely humble expectations of an 8-year-old that was predisposed to like it. Not much I can say that's
more damning than that.. Worth the buck. Story is not complex
-achievment not working
-very simple
-finish this game in less 10 minutes. Really disappointed with this. For a game made by Disney in 2010, I would expect it to the
voices?! My 6 year old dyslexic daughter found it too frustrating to play and got fed up within a few minutes.
No worth it. Asking for a refund.. It might be my top favroite DLC, He is only a dollor and cheaper than the other dlc, but out
of all of them i had the most fun with him. He feels like he is actully in the game and not just a random background charater
from the cutscenes. I only reget not using him in my first playthrough.
On top of that he is super cheap, so you do not have anything to lose, he a good charater. he has a ability that restores half of
your health he has right at the begining which helps alot.. Amazing and realistic game, especially with a wheel. Recommend
using mods with this game.. It's a single player FPS game. It wasn't a bad game but it wasn't a great game either. I did not have
any problems with it. It will keep you entertained for a few hours.. Considering that there are no reviews, I'll go ahead and give
some first impressions. I've played for 6.1 hours as of this writing. The first 15 minutes was spent checking out the game
without watching the dev's tutorials. After 15 minutes, I realized that I'll have to watch the tutorials. The last 5.75 hours were
spent following the youtube videos and building along.
This game is deep, there's a lot to learn. It's kind of like if Dwarf Fortress and FortressCraft Evolved or Factorio had a baby. It's
very tactical. You will pause a lot while you set excavation, building and logistics up. The battles so far are also tactical, in that
you'll have to figure out placement as much as firepower to get the advantage, the AI doesn't mess around.
There are hoppers (storage units), factories (depositories), etc and also waves of enemies. You'll set up power generation and
routing. It's very well documented in the game, every component has a 'wiki' type help page. So far, there is a lot of manual
queueing of the different precursors to the larger machines, but I'm sure there are ways to automate more of the industry.
The price seemed a bit high for me, but I watched some of videos and thought that I'd like it, and I do. I did find myself coming
back to my tutorial world and enjoying the game. The controls take a few moments to get used to, but if you've played DF then
you won't have an issue.
It's the wild west though - EDIT: The forums have picked up as more people have bought the game. There are video tutorials
from the dev. So now I'm on my own to figure out all the wild possibilities. If you're thinking about purchasing this game, check
the videos, try it out and there's always refund. I am glad I made the purchase and will continue to figure things out and
experiement.. Achievement unlocked:
This is not that kind of artbook.
Looking through and reading the author's notes on character designs felt like a really nice behind-the-scenes tour, and the short
backstory manga at the end was nice.
I received this as part of the Fault bundle, and it's a very nice addition to said bundle.
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Worth paying the full price on this DLC: the soundtrack is really good! The songs were cute and catchy, I totally recommend
them.. Fun ..... makes ya think ...... Great for kids ...... The story is "heroic", with one improbable success and escape after
another, in a dramatic comic book style.
That's ok, it's a valid style of adventure and story.
The story is slightly sophisticated, describing difficulties in negotiations to bring factions together for a common goal.
It is a full length game and story.
The inability to easily see which direction one can move is a critical downfall of the game, detracting so much from gameplay
that I regret having played.
Figuring out which exits are possible is a methodical process of scanning each direction with the mouse.
It is very easy to overlook a possible exit and get stuck only for this reason.
Much time is wasted backtracking and double checking scans for possible exits.
The map is of no help at all in this regard.
The other downfall of the game is grossly unintuitive puzzles, that make little sense even in retrospect after consulting the
walkthrough.
Even worse, some of the most difficult puzzles are timed events, where one must make a series of correct decisions in rapid
succession to succeed. An absolute clickfest requiring many maddening repeats, even if one stares at the walkthrough knowing
what to do.
If I was chained to the computer for 24 hours I would have NEVER gotten past some puzzles without the walkthrough. That's
terrible.
Some of the story and art is interesting, but from a gameplay and puzzle perspective I cannot recommend this game.
I regret having purchased and played it.. I enjoy the low poly style of the models in the game and the music at the start screen.
However I cannot seem to get past the first level for the life of me, I pick up the slip of paper that has all the numbers on it. I am
not sure how to progress from the first level. The game is quite interesting, especially in terms of gameplay. It is a pity that the
game has only 9 levels, I would like to see new types of weapons and their customization. another thing I wanted to draw
attention to-soundtrack, it is needed here! I hope that later the developer will add additional content.
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